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Zero rating: The power in the middle
Kunal Phalak, D. Manjunath and Jayakrishnan Nair

Abstract—Many flavors of differential data pricing are being
practiced in different telecom markets. One popular version is
zero-rating, where customers do not pay for consuming a certain
basket of ‘zero-rated’ content. These zero-rated services are in
turn sponsored by payments to the internet service provider (ISP)
by the corresponding content providers (CPs). In this paper,
we provide an analytical treatment of a zero-rating platform,
highlighting the effect of zero-rating on the structure of the CP
market, and also on the surplus of ISPs, CPs, and users.

A leader-follower game is assumed with the ISP setting the
prices for users (for non-sponsored data) and CPs (for sponsored
data), CPs making a binary decision on sponsorship, and users
consuming content based on the resulting data charges. User
consumption is determined by a utility maximization, the spon-
sorship decision is determined by a Nash equilibrium between
the CPs, and the ISP sets prices to maximize its profit. Several
scenarios mimicking real-life practices are analyzed. Our results
indicate that zero-rating grants the ISP significant power to
determine the mix of content consumption, and the profitability
of the CPs. Further, the ISP can also take away a significant
portion of the surplus in the system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing revenue and investment pressures are forcing in-
ternet service providers (ISPs) to consider moving away from
a flat access charge to a smart data pricing (SDP) regime, at
least for mobile internet services. Most SDP schemes propose
some form of usage-based pricing in which the user charges
are dertermined by multiple attributes of the content data, e.g.,
volume, time of day, type of data, and source of the data. An
excellent survey of smart data pricing proposals is available
in [1]. While ISPs look to increase their revenue, household
expenditure on telecom devices and services, both in terms of
the actual amount and as a fraction of household income, is
increasing in most markets [2]–[5]. This is limiting the ability
of the ISPs to raise revenue from the consumer side of their
services and is making them seek alternative revenue sources,
and content providers (CPs) appear to present themselves as
an obvious source. More so because the revenues of online
service providers appear to be growing much faster than those
of ISPs [6], [7].

An SDP scheme that has gained significant traction among
the ISPs is differential data pricing in which user charges
depend on the content that is consumed. One particular differ-
ential pricing scheme that is becoming popular is zero-rating.
In this scheme, the ISP sets up a zero-rating platform and
invites CPs to sign up on to the platform. The ISP exempts
the user from charges for data traffic originating from the
websites/apps that have signed up on the zero-rating platform.
One way that this manifests to the consumers is as follows. In
data plans where users pay a fixed price and are allocated a
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certain volume for consumption in the billing cycle, zero-rated
data that they consume does not count against the data caps
that are set in their data plan.

Zero-rating has often been compared to the toll-free tele-
phony services. While this is a useful analogy to describe
the nature of the service, there are key commercial and
technological differences and hence the market effects are
significantly dissimilar. A toll-free service that is set up with
one service provider is free to subscribers of other competing
service providers too. And the termination charges settlement
is transparent to the users. However, zero-rating of a service
on one ISP does not make it available to customers of another
ISP. See [8] for a more detailed discussion on the differences.

Several ISPs are offering some version of zero-rating.
Sponsored Data from AT&T and FreeBee Data from Verizon
allow a content provider to sponsor some (e.g., trailers, app
downloads) or all the content from its website/app. In the
BingeOn scheme, T Mobile allows CPs to provide zero-
rated content that conforms to their specifications. Zero-rating
platforms are also operated by third party organisations and
CPs. internet.org, the latter day version of FreeBasics,
is a zero-rating platform that ISPs and CPs can join. The ISPs
that join the platform zero-rate content of the CPs that are
on the platform. Like with BingeOn, zero-rated content has to
conform to specifications laid out by internet.org.

An argument in favor of zero-rating is that it is a form of
product differentiation for the ISPs and in competitive ISP
markets, the ability to provide such differentiation is crucial
to competing in the market. There is also the additional
argument of providing societal good in bridging the digital
divide. The argument against these schemes is that they violate
net neutrality principles, due to their potential to tilt the CP
landscape because content from sponsoring CPs are expected
to be preferred by users. Specifically, BingeOn has been
critiqued in [9], [10] and internet.org has been banned
in some countries [11]. Note though that as of February
2017, under FCC regulations, zero-rating does not violate
net neutrality stipulations in the US. Several other countries,
including Brazil and Colombia also permit zero-rating. On the
other hand, the European Union imposes certain restrictions on
zero-rating practices, while some countries e.g., India, Norway,
and Chile, have made it illegal.

Our interest in this paper is to model a zero-rating platform
to analyze the power of a strategic ISP in determining the
consumption patterns and hence the structure of the CP market.
We consider the case where the ISP offers a sponsoring plan
such that, for a fee, content providers can have their content
zero-rated to the users of the ISP. The users pay for the
non zero-rated content that they consume. We take a game-
theoretic approach with three types of players—the users,
the content providers and the ISP. The users will consume
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content from competing CPs to maximize a utility function
that includes cost of the data. The content providers in turn
make a strategic binary decision on whether to sponsor or
to not sponsor their content on the ISP. The ISP determines
the prices to maximize its profit which in turn is made under
different constraints. We consider three cases each of which
is motivated by current practice.

1) User price is exogenously determined (by the market
or regulator) and the ISP sets the profit maximizing
sponsorship price.

2) Both user and sponsorship prices are set by the ISP.
3) User and sponsorship prices are constrained to be equal.

For each of these three cases we analyze the profit-maximizing
strategy of the ISP, and its impact on the CP marketplace. We
also analyze the surplus of the ISP, the CPs, and the users.
Based on these analyses our findings are as follows.
• Being able to charge both users and CPs grants the

ISP considerable market power, enabling it to transfer
a significant amount of the surplus from the CPs to
itself. This power is further magnified when the ISP can
optimize both the user charge and the sponsorship charge.

• In many cases, the ISP effects such a surplus transfer by
setting the prices such that the most profitable CP will
sponsor; this in turn tilts the user traffic and skews the
CP marketplace.

• Sponsorship does not always benefit the user base. Thus,
zero-rating platforms can result in a scenario where only
the ISP stands to benefit; the CPs as well as the users
being worse off compared to the case when there is no
zero-rating. More importantly, it must be noted that the
user utility gains, insofar as they occur, are ‘only in the
short run.’ In the long run, the less profitable CPs may be
hastened off the market because of the reduced demand
caused by the zero-rating platform. Our models do not
capture this aspect.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we provide an overview of the relevant literature. In
Section III, we describe the model in detail and provide some
preliminary results. In Sections IV–VI, we analyze each of
the three cases mentioned above. We conclude with a detailed
discussion in Section VII.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Broadly, there are two kinds of non neutral behavior that are
practiced by the ISPs—discriminatory QoS and discriminatory
pricing. Of course, an ISP could also choose to simultaneously
practice both kinds of discrimination. Discriminatory QoS
provides a better user experience of the favoured content and
hence improves user preference for the same. Under discrim-
inatory pricing, user preference for the favoured content is
increased because the surplus of a rational user is increased
by not having to pay for it. There is a significant body of
research that analyzes the effect of discriminatory QoS on
various performance parameters like social surplus, surplus of
users, CPs, and ISPs, and the incentive of the ISP to invest in
its infrastructure; see, for example, [12]–[17].

In this paper, our interest is in understanding the effect of
discriminatory pricing, like in [7], [18]–[22]. Here too there
are two key strands in the literature. In one strand, a single ISP
and a single CP interact in a game theoretic setting, typically
in a Stackelberg or Nash bargaining framework, e.g., [18],
[19]. In [18], a Stackelberg game is defined between a single
ISP and a single CP in which the ISP sets the sponsorship
price and the CP decides the volume of sponsorship. In [19],
a sequential game consisting of single CP and a single ISP is
considered. In each epoch, the ISP guarantees a certain QoS
and the CP chooses the volume of traffic to sponsor. Further,
in each epoch the CP and the ISP observe the actual demand
which is used to inform the strategy for subsequent epochs.
The second strand (see [7], [20]–[22]) considers multiple CPs
and one ISP which is also the setting that we consider here.

In the papers [7], [21], [22], the authors consider a macro-
scopic model of the internet, where the data usage corre-
sponding to each content provider is influenced by a common
congestion signal, which is in turn detemined by the aggregate
data usage. Thus, the user model is characterized by the
solution of a certain fixed point equation. [7] considers the
setting where CPs can subsidize the per-byte user charge sub-
ject to an upper limit, leading to a subsidization competition
between CPs. The results in [7] suggest that subsidization
competition can result in increased welfare of the ISP, the
CPs, as well as the users, so long as internet access prices
are carefully regulated. We note that while the model of [7]
is very different from that of the present paper, its message
may be viewed as complementary to ours. While [7] suggests
that carefully regulated differential pricing can be beneficial to
all parties of the internet ecosystem, the present paper shows
that unregulated differential pricing grants considerable market
power to the ISP, leaving CPs, and potentially even end users,
worse off. [22] considers the setting where the ISP sets user-
side access charges as well as CP-side sponsorship charges,
similar to the setting considered in the present paper. The
main take-away of [22] is that the optimal pricing and capacity
provisioning decisions of the ISP are strongly influenced by
the nature of user traffic (e.g., text or video). However, [22]
does not discuss the impact of the ISP’s two-sided pricing on
the surplus of the CPs and users. Finally, [21] considers a
Stackelberg game between the ISP, the CPs, and the users.
Here the ISP sets the sponsorship price and the cap on
customer data usage, the CPs make the binary decision on
sponsorship, and the users are utility maximizing consumers.
The key results are on the existence of equilibrium strategies
of the CPs and the properties of these equilibria.

At this point, it is worth delineating the modeling approach
of the present paper with that of [7], [21], [22]. In the
latter papers, user data consumption is characterized as an
equibrium between the consumption levels and the resulting
congestion. This implicit characterization of the user behavior
makes the three-tier interaction between the users, the CPs,
and the ISP hard to analyze mathematically. Indeed, the
analytical results in [7], [21], [22] are restricted to existence
and monotonity properties of the various equilibria. Most
key insights are actually obtained via numerical examples. In
contrast, our model does not explicitly capture the effect of
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congestion—it is assumed that the ISP has made the necessary
capacity provisioning. This in turn allows for an explicit
characterization of user behavior, which further enables an
analytical characterization of the impact of zero-rating on
the CP marketplace, and the surplus of the ISP, CPs, and
users. This modeling approach is based on the observation that
(i) market forces drive ISPs to provide a certain minimum QoS
to its users, and (ii) the ISP is the leader of our model of the
leader-follower interaction between the ISP, CPs, and users,
and thus has the ability to ensure that certain pre-defined QoS
constraints are satisfied.

In light of the above discussion, the paper closest to ours
is [20]. In the model of [20], the ISP sets sponsorship and
user prices and each CP controls two variables for each
customer—fraction of sponsored traffic and ad volume. Similar
to the present paper, the authors do not explicitly capture
ISP congestion, and model user behavior as the solution of
a utility maximization problem. However, the model of [20]
assumes that the data consumption corresponding to each
CP is determined independently. In other words, this model
ignores competition between CPs. In contrast, the present
paper explicitly captures inter-CP competition. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first paper to analyse the interplay
between inter-CP competition and discriminatory pricing.

We conclude the discussion on prior work by mentioning
that [23] estimates the gains to a CP from sponsoring. This
justifies our assumption of the knowledge of CP profitability
to the ISP. Also, more recently, there is interest in modeling
paid peering between ISPs and CPs, e.g. [24], [25]. Clearly,
this line of work is complementary to the body of work on
discriminatory pricing.

III. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

We consider a single ISP and two competing content
providers (CPs).1 The ISP operates a zero-rating platform,
and the CPs have the option of sponsoring their content by
joining the zero-rating platform. Specifically, the ISP sets a
data charge p for users and a sponsorship charge q for CPs.2

Users pay the ISP p dollars per byte of non-sponsored data
consumed; sponsored content is free for users. A sponsor-
ing CP pays the ISP q dollars per byte of sponsored data
consumed.

We capture the interaction between the ISP, the CPs, and the
users via the following three-tier leader-follower model. The
ISP ‘leads’ by setting the prices p and q. The CPs respond
to these prices by making the (binary) decision of whether
or not to sponsor their content. Finally, the users decide how
much data to consume from each CP based on both the ISP’s
data charge p, and sponsorship decisions of the CPs. In the
following, we first describe the user behavior model, followed
by the behavior model of the CPs and the ISP.

1In essence, we are restricting our attention to a single class of internet
content providers. For example, social media platforms, or video streaming
services, or messaging services. The assumption that there are only two
competing CPs in the class under consideration is made primarily for
convenience of exposition; several of our results extend easily to a general
number of competing CPs.

2Note that the sponsorship price is not CP-specific. We revisit this
assumption in Section VII.

A. User behavior

This model prescribes the total number of bytes of content
that the user base consumes from each CP over a predefined
horizon (say a billing cycle), given the data charge p and the
sponsorship decisions of both CPs.3

Let N = {1, 2} denote the set of CPs, and S denote
the subset of sponsoring CPs. We denote the sponsorship
configurations S = φ, S = {1}, S = {2} and S = {1, 2}
by NN, SN, NS, and SS, respectively (S denoting the action
of sponsoring, and N denoting the action of not sponsoring).

We assume that the user base is partitioned into K classes of
users, denoted by 1, 2, · · · ,K. There are nk users of class k.
Users of Class k derive a utility of ψi,k(θ) from consuming θ
bytes from CP i. We assume that ψi,k : R+ → R+ is contin-
uously differentiable, strictly concave, and strictly increasing,
with ψ′i,k(0) <∞. Also, users of Class k have a ‘capacity-to-
consume’ ck, which is the maximum amount of data (across
both CPs) they can consume. Denoting the number of bytes
that a user of class k consumes from CP i by θi,k, we model
θk = (θ1,k, θ2,k) to be the (unique) solution of the following
utility maximization.

max
x=(x1,x2)

∑
i∈N

ψi,k(xi)− p
∑

i∈N\S

xi

s.t.
∑
i∈N

xi ≤ ck, x ≥ 0

Note that the objective function above is the surplus of a user
of class k, i.e., the total utility from content consumption,
minus the amount that the user has to pay the ISP for
consuming non-sponsored content.

The total data (in bytes) consumed by the user base from
CP i, denoted by θi, is given by

θi =

K∑
k=1

nkθi,k.

The tuple θ = (θ1, θ2) describes the aggregate data usage
corresponding to the two CPs by the user base. Note that θ
depends on the data charge p as well as the prevailing spon-
sorship configuration. When we need to make this dependence
explicit, we write θM (p), where M is the sponsorship config-
uration. For example, θSN (p) = (θSN

1 (p), θSN
1 (p)) describes

the data usage profile of the user base, when CP 1 sponsors
and CP 2 does not.

We make the following assumption throughout the paper.

Assumption 1. There exists a user class k̂ such that

θSS
1,k̂
, θSS

2,k̂
> 0.

In other words, there exists a user class k̂ such that if users
of that class have free access to the services of both CPs, they
consume data from both CPs. The above assumption implies
that θSS

1 , θSS
2 > 0.

We conclude our description of user behavior by collecting
some useful consequences of our model. Note that θ1+θ2 ≤ c,

3Even though we refer to data consumed ‘from’ a CP, it should be noted
that our results do not depend on the direction of data transfer between the
users and content providers.
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where c :=
∑K

k=1 nkck. Thus, c is an upper bound on the
aggregate data consumption seen by both CPs.

Lemma 1. For the user behavior model described above, the
following statements hold.

1) If S 6= φ, then θ1 + θ2 = c.
2) For any action m (S or N) of CP 2, θSm

1 > θNm
1 .

Moreover, θSN
1 > θSS

1 > 0.
3) θNN

1 (p), θNN
2 (p), θSN

2 (p), and θNS
1 (p), are non-

increasing continuous functions of p. θSN
1 (p), and

θNS
2 (p), are non-decreasing continuous functions of p.

4) For p ≥ p̄ := maxi,k ψ
′
i,k(0),

θNN
1 (p) = θNN

2 (p) = θSN
2 (p) = θNS

1 (p) = 0.

Statement 1 above asserts that so long as at least one CP
sponsors, the total data usage of the user base equals c, which
is the maximum consumption possible. Statement 2 implies
that if any CP sponsors, its consumption strictly increases.
Moreover, a sponsoring CP attracts a higher consumption
when the other CP does not sponsor. Statement 3 implies that
the consumption of non-sponsored data is non-increasing in
the user price p, while the consumption of sponsored data
is non-decreasing in p. Finally, Statement 4 implies that if
the user price p is large enough, the consumption of non-
sponsored data drops to zero. We give the proof of Lemma 1
in Appendix A.

Next, we describe the behavioral model of the content
providers.

B. CP behavior

Recall that in our three-tier leader-follower model, CPs
‘follow’ the ISP and ‘lead’ the users, i.e., CPs make the
decision of whether or not to sponsor, given the ISP’s prices
p and q, and knowing ex-ante that the user base will respond
to the sponsorship configuration as per the model described in
Section III-A.

We assume that CP i derives a revenue of ai dollars per byte
of content served.4 We refer to ai as the revenue rate of CP i.
Thus, if CP i decides to sponsor its content on the zero-rating
platform, it makes profit ri = (ai−q)θi. On the other hand, if
CP i decides not to sponsor, it makes profit ri = aiθi. (Note
that θi itself depends on the decisions of both CPs.) Since
each CP’s decision influences the other’s profit, it is natural
to model the emerging sponsorship configuration as a Nash
equilibrium between the CPs; this is the approach we adopt
in this paper.

We now characterize the conditions for each of the spon-
sorship configurations to be a Nash equilibrium. We use the
following notation.

α(p) :=

(
1− θNN

1 (p)

θSN
1 (p)

)
, β(p) :=

(
1− θNN

2 (p)

θNS
2 (p)

)
γ(p) :=

(
1− θNS

1 (p)

θSS
1

)
, δ(p) :=

(
1− θSN

2 (p)

θSS
2

)
4This is a reasonable assumption for ad-supported services, which con-

stitute a major fraction of online services today.

It follows from Statement 2 of Lemma 1 that

0 < α(p), γ(p), β(p), δ(p) ≤ 1.

Moreover, α(p), γ(p), β(p), and δ(p) are non-decreasing in p
(from Statement 3 of Lemma 1), and are equal to 1 for p ≥ p̄
(from Statement 4 of Lemma 1). Using the above notation,
the conditions for each sponsorship configuration to be a Nash
equilibrium are the following.

Lemma 2. 1) NN is Nash equilibrium if and only if

q ≥ max (a1α(p), a2β(p)) .

Thus, a sufficient condition for NN to be an equilibrium
is q ≥ max(a1, a2).

2) SN is a Nash equilibrium if and only if

a2δ(p) ≤ q ≤ a1α(p).

3) NS is a Nash equilibrium if and only if

a1γ(p) ≤ q ≤ a2β(p).

4) SS is a Nash equilibrium if and only if

q ≤ min (a1γ(p), a2δ(p)) .

The proof of Lemma 2 is provided in Appendix B.
We note that an SN/NS sponsorship configuration can lead

to a significantly skewed marketplace, with the sponsoring
CP commanding a much higher usage compared to the non-
sponsoring CP. Such a skew can be a matter of concern,
particularly if the CPs themselves provide a comparable ser-
vice quality, and the skew is primarily a consequence of the
asymmetric sponsorship configuration. In Sections IV–VI, we
explore the conditions under which an ISP-operated zero-
rating platform can induce such a skew in the CP marketplace.

C. ISP behavior

Since the ISP is the ‘leader’ for our three-tier leader-
follower model, it sets the user data price p and the spon-
sorship price q to induce the most profitable Nash equilibrium
between the CPs.5 Note that the ISP’s profit rI is composed
of payments from the user base for consumption of non-
sponsored content and payments from the CPs corresponding
to consumption of sponsored content:

rI = p
∑

i∈N\S

θi + q
∑
i∈S

θi.

In the following sections, we explore the profit-maximizing
strategy of the ISP and its consequences under different
constraints on the tuple (p, q). Each of these constraints is
motivated by real-life practices of ISPs worldwide.

We will find it instructive to analyze the ISP’s profit
maximizing strategy (and its consequences) in the regime

5If more than one sponsorship configuration is a Nash equilibrium for a
given (p, q), we assume the ISP can ‘steer’ the CPs to the most profitable
equilibrium. In other words, we assume that the leader (the ISP) can select
the most desirable equilibrium between the followers (the CPs). This is
a standard approach for handling non-unique follower equilibria in leader-
follower interactions [26]. Moreover, this assumption is natural in the present
setting, where it is the ISP that operates the zero-rating platform.
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of increasing CP revenue rates. Indeed, one would expect
that as (a1, a2) become larger, the ISP has a greater incen-
tive to get one or both of the CPs to sponsor. Throughout
this paper, for simplicity, we consider the following one-
dimensional parameterization for scaling the revenue rates: We
take (a1, a2) = (a, ρa), where a ≥ 0 is the scaling parameter,
and ρ ∈ (0, 1) is fixed.6 Thus, higher values of a correspond
to higher CP revenue rates. This parameterization allows us
to analyze how the surplus of the ISP, the CPs, and the users
scale with increasing CP revenue rates.

IV. ISP OPTIMIZES q

In this section, we consider the case where the ISP holds
the user charge p fixed, and only optimizes the sponsorship
price q to maximize its profit. This captures scenarios where
the user charge is constrained by market forces or regulation.
Even in the absence of such constraints, ISP may prefer to
keep p unchanged in order maintain a uniform user charge
for all internet access. Note that we are restricting attention
to a single class of online services; varying p thus amounts
to charging users differently for different classes of content,
which may be inconvenient and/or unpopular. Also, there is
empirical evidence that an ISP can earn more dollars/byte by
selling to a sponsor than from a retail user [27].

Recall that our goal is to analyze the impact of the ISP-
operated zero-rating platform on:

(i) The structure of the CP market,
(ii) The surplus of the ISP, the CPs, and the users.

Specifically, we explore the above in the regime of increasing
CP revenue rates (scaled via the parameter a).

We first discuss the profit-maximizing strategy of the ISP. It
follows from Lemma 2 that the ISP can always enforce an NN
equilibrium by setting q ≥ a. Similarly, the ISP can always
enforce an SS equilibrium by setting q ≤ amin(γ, ρδ).7 How-
ever, an SN configuration is feasible (i.e., can constitute a Nash
equilibrium between the CPs) if and only if ρδ ≤ α. Similarly,
an NS confguration is feasible if any only if γ ≤ ρβ. Clearly,
under an NN equilibrium, the ISP’s profit does not depend
on q. On the other hand, under an SS/SN/NS equilibrium, the
ISP maximizes its profit by setting q to the largest feasible
value (for that configuration to a Nash equilibrium). The
following theorem describes the profit-maximizing strategy of
the ISP as a function of the scaling parameter a.

Theorem 1. [ISP’s profit maximizing strategy] As a function
of a (for fixed ρ), the profit maximizing strategy for the ISP is
the following. There exists a threshold aS > 0 such that:

1) For a < aS , the ISP enforces an NN equilibrium by
setting q ≥ a.

2) For a > aS , the ISP enforces an SS/SN/NS equilibrium,
whichever yields the maximum profit.

The above result reveals that if CP revenue rates are small,
then the ISP enforces an NN equilibrium (or equivalently, does

6The case ρ > 1 is subsumed in the above, by simply switching the
labels of the two CPs.

7Since p is considered fixed in this section, the dependence of α, β, γ, δ
on p is suppressed throughout this section.

not operate the zero-rating platform), since it can make more
money from the user base than from the CPs. However, once
CP revenue rates cross a certain threshold, the ISP has the
incentive to induce one or both the CPs to sponsor.8 It is
important to note that depending on the system parameters,
an SS, SN, or NS configuration might be optimal for the ISP;
interestingly, this is in contrast with what occurs if the ISP
also optimizes the user charge p (as we see in Sections V
and VI).

Next, we consider the profit made by the ISP and the CPs
under the profit maximizing strategy of the ISP. Recall that we
denote the profit of the ISP by rI and the profit of CP j by rj .
As the following lemma reveals, the ISP benefits considerably
from the zero-rating platform.

Lemma 3. [ISP profit] Under the ISP’s profit maximizing
strategy, its profit varies with a (with ρ fixed) as follows. For
a < aS , rI(a) = p(θNN

1 +θNN
2 ). For a > aS , rI(a) is strictly

increasing in a with rI(a) ≥ acmin(ρδ, γ).

To interpret the above lemma, we note that in the absence of
the zero-rating platform, the ISP’s profit would be insensitive
to the CP revenue rates; it would simply be equal to p(θNN

1 +
θNN

2 ). However, Lemma 3 shows that with the zero-rating
platform, the ISP’s profit grows (at least) linearly in a for
a > aS . This means that once CP revenue rates exceed a
certain threshold, the ISP is able to extract a fraction of the
CP revenues (which also grow linearly in a) by operating the
zero-rating platform. The ISP achieves this by increasing the
sponsorship price q in proportion to the CP revenue rates.

In contrast, as the following lemmas show, the CPs do not
necessarily stand to benefit from the zero-rating platform.

Lemma 4. [CP profit under SN/NS] Under the ISP’s profit
maximizing strategy, the sponsorship price q is set such that
under an NS/SN equilibrium:

1) The sponsoring CP makes the same profit as it would
without the zero-rating platform.

2) The non-sponsoring CP makes a profit less than or equal
to that it would make without the zero-rating platform.

Lemma 5. [CP profit under SS] Under the ISP’s profit
maximizing strategy, the sponsorship price q is set such that
under an SS equilibrium, at least one of the CPs makes a
profit less than or equal to that it would make without the
zero-rating platform.

The above lemmas reveal that at least one of the CPs is
worse off with the introduction of the zero-rating platform.
Indeed, it is possible that the zero-rating platform leaves both
CPs worse off; we illustrate this via a numerical example later.
It is also important to note that Lemmas 4 and 5 do not rely on
the scaling regime of revenue rates assumed in the preceding
results. In other words, these results imply that if it is optimal
for the ISP to induce one or both the CPs to sponsor, then one
or both of the CPs is necessarily worse off.

Finally, when the ISP leaves the user charge p unchanged,
the users are better off with the introduction of the zero-rating
platform.

8Note that the threshold aS in general depends on ρ.
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Lemma 6. [User surplus] Under an SS/SN/NS configuration,
each user has a strictly greater surplus than she would without
the zero-rating platform.

In conclusion, when the ISP optimizes only the data spon-
sorship price q, our results show that the ISP induces one or
both CPs to sponsor if their revenue rates are large enough.
Moreover, while the ISP and the user base benefits from this
flavor of zero-rating, one of both of the CPs end up being
worse off.

Numerical results: We now present some sample numerical
results to illustrate the conclusions of this section. While a
comprehensive case study is beyond the scope of the present
paper, our purpose is simply to give the reader a visual
interpretation of our analytical results.

We consider a single class of users, associated with the
utility function ψi(θ) = log(1 + θ) for both CPs. Figures 1
and 2 show how the profits of the ISP and the CPs, and
the surplus of the user base, scale with a, for two different
parameter settings.

Fig. 1. Surplus of ISP, CPs, and users as a function of a, when ISP optimizes
only q (C = 30, ρ = 0.6, p = 0.05)

Note that in the setting depicted in Figure 1, the ISP
enforces an NN equilibrium for small a, an SN equilibrium
for moderate a, and an SS equilibrium for large a. Also note
that the ISP and the users clearly benefit from sponsorship.
Interestingly, it can be verified that the SS equilibrium is a
prisoner’s dilemma between the CPs. That is, starting from an
NN configuration, CP 1 has an incentive to sponsor. However,
once CP 1 sponsors, CP 2 sees a sharp reduction in usage,
and thus is also induced to sponsor. However, the resulting
SS equilibrium has both CPs worse off compared to the NN
configuration.

In the setting depicted in Figure 2, the ISP induces an NN
equilibrium for small values of a and an SN equilibrium for
larger values of a. Note that the sponsoring CP does not benefit
from sponsorship, while the non-sponsoring CP suffers.

Fig. 2. Surplus of ISP, CPs, and users as a function of a, when ISP optimizes
only q (C = 4, ρ = 0.6, p = 0.5)

V. ISP JOINTLY OPTIMIZES p AND q

In this section, we consider the case where the ISP jointly
optimizes the user price p as well as the sponsorship price q to
maximize its profit. This means the ISP has the power to set
prices freely on both sides of the two-sided market (linking
users and CPs) it serves. Indeed, we show that this grants
considerable market power to the ISP.

Recall that throughout this paper, we focus our attention
on a single class of internet services. Thus, varying p freely
(for this class) amounts to charging users different prices
for different classes of online services. Indeed, ISPs have
advertised for such app-specific differential pricing [28], [29].

As in Section IV, we explore the impact of the zero-rating
platform in the regime of increasing CP revenue rates. We
begin by considering the profit-maximizing strategy for the
ISP. It is easy to see that an NN equilibrium is always feasible
for the ISP, i.e., it can set p and q to satisfy the condition in
Lemma 2 for an NN equilibrium (for example, p > 0, q = a).
Moreover, in this case, it is easy to see that the ISP maximizes
its profit by setting the user price as

p = p∗NN := arg max
p>0

[p(θNN
1 (p) + θNN

2 (p))].

Similarly, it can be shown that an SS equilibrium is always
feasible (e.g., p > 0, q = amin(γ(p), ρδ(p)), as is an SN
equilibrium (e.g., p = p̄, q = a). However, an NS equilibrium
is not necessarily feasible. The following theorem describes
the profit-maximizing strategy of the ISP as a function of the
CP revenue rates.

Theorem 2. [ISP’s profit maximizing strategy] As a function
of a (for fixed ρ), the profit maximizing strategy for the ISP
is the following. There exist thresholds aS and aM , where
aM ≥ aS > 0, such that:

1) For a < aS , the ISP enforces an NN equilibrium, by
setting p = p∗NN , q ≥ a.
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2) For aS < a < aM , the ISP enforces an SN/NS
equilibrium, whichever yields the maximum profit.9

3) For a > aM , the ISP enforces an SN equilibrium, by
setting q = a, p ≥ p̄, so that CP 2 gets zero usage and
there is a complete monopoly for CP 1.10

There are several important take-aways from Theorem 2:
1) If CP revenue rates are small, the ISP enforces an NN

equilibrium (or equivalently, does not operate the zero-
rating platform). This is to be expected, and is analogous
to the conclusion of Theorem 1 in Section IV.11

2) If CP revenue rates exceed a certain threshold aS , the
ISP will induce either an SN or an NS equilibrium. In
other words, the ISP has an incentive to skew the CP
marketplace. This is in contrast to our conclusion for
the setting where the ISP only optimizes the sponsorship
price (see Theorem 1); in that case, it is also possible
for the profit-maximizing sponsorship configuration to
be SS.

3) If CP revenue rates are high enough, then the ISP
induces an SN equilibrium with an extreme skew, such
that CP 1 (which has the higher revenue rate) gains a
complete monopoly.12

Compared to the setting where the ISP only optimizes q
(see Theorem 1), note that the profit-maximizing strategy of
the ISP is structurally different when the ISP optimizes prices
on both the user side and the CP side. Next, we turn to the
implications of this strategy on the surplus of the ISP, the CPs,
and the users. As before, we use rI to denote the profit of the
ISP, and rj to denote the profit of CP j.

Lemma 7. [ISP profit] Under the ISP’s profit maximizing
strategy, its profit varies with a (with ρ fixed) as follows. For
a < aS , rI(a) = p(θNN

1 (p∗NN ) + θNN
2 (p∗NN )). For a > aS ,

rI(a) is strictly increasing in a with rI(a) ≥ ac.

As before, note that in the absence of the zero-rating
platform, the ISP’s profit would be insensitive to the CP
revenue rates. However, Lemma 7 shows that once CP revenue
rates exceed the threshold that makes sponsorship attractive for
the ISP, its profit grows linearly in a. It is also important to
note that the lower bound ac on the ISP’s profit matches the
maximum possible revenue that the CPs can make combined.
This means that by optimizing both p and q, the ISP can extract
nearly all of the CP revenue. Intuitively, this is achieved as
follows. The ISP raises both the user price p as well as the
sponsorship price q, such that the sponsoring CP does not
have an incentive to stop sponsoring (this would cut usage
drastically thanks to the high user price), but also ends up

9This case is only relevant if aS < aM .
10Note that Case 3 is just a special case of Case 2, where we are more

specific about the ISP’s action.
11Note that the value of the threshold aS defined in Theorem 2 is in

general different from the one defined in Theorem 1. Indeed, it is easy to
show that the former is less than or equal to the latter.

12It is not hard to see that for a large enough, this extreme skew actually
maximizes the social welfare, which is the sum of the surplus of the ISP,
the CPs, and the users. However, it is important to note that this welfare
maximization comes at the expense of considerable inequity in the distribution
of that welfare: The ISP corners most of the surplus, leaving the CPs and even
potentially users worse off (see Lemmas 8 and 9).

passing on most of its revenue to the ISP (thanks to the high
sponsorship price). This is further highlighted in the following
result.

Lemma 8. [CP profit] Under the ISP’s profit maximizing
strategy, r1(a) = r2(a) = 0 for a > aM . Moreover, if the CPs
are identical from the user standpoint (i.e., ψ1,k(·) = ψ2,k(·)
for all user classes k), then both r1(a)

a and r2(a)
a are non-

decreasing over a > aS .

Note that in the absence of the zero-rating platform, CP
revenues would grow linearly in a. However, with the ISP-
operated zero-rating platform, Lemma 8 shows that if the CPs
have identical utility functions, then CP profits are sub-linear
in a for a > aS . Moreover, even with non-symmetric CPs, the
ISP is able to extract all the CP revenue if a > aM .

13

Finally, we turn to the surplus of the users under the profit-
maximizing strategy of the ISP. As the following lemma
shows, even the user base can be worse off when the ISP
optimizes both p and q.

Lemma 9. [User surplus] Suppose that for some user class k,

ψ1,k(θNN
1 (p))+ψ2,k(θNN

2 (p))−p(θNN
1 (p)+θNN

2 (p)) > ψ1,k(c),

where p denotes the prevailing user charge before the intro-
duction of the zero-rating platform. Then for a > aM , users
of class k have a lower surplus under the zero-rating platform
than they did without.

In contrast, recall that users provably benefit from the zero-
rating platform if the ISP only optimizes the sponsorship price
(see Lemma 6).

In conclusion, we see that optimizing both the user price as
well as the sponsorship price grants the ISP considerably more
power as compared to the case where the ISP only optimizes
the sponsorship price. In particular, if the CP revenue rates are
large enough, the ISP skews the CP marketplace and extracts
most of the CP revenue, leaving both CPs, and potentially even
some users, worse off.

Numerical results: We now present some numerical results
(see Figures 3 and 4) to visualize the conclusions of this
section. For these results, we use the same settings as described
in Section IV.

In Figure 3, note that the profit-maximizing configuration
switches from NN for small values of a to SN for larger values
of a. Note that CP revenues drop sharply after sponshorship
kicks in. Moreover, even user surplus tends to descrease with
increasing a.

In Figure 4, we see as before that there is a single threshold
in a beyond which the ISP induces an SN equilibrium. How-
ever, note that the CP revenues drop to zero immediately after
this threshold (i.e., aS = aM in this example). Interestingly,
users derive a higher surplus with sponsorship.

13The conclusion of zero profit needs to be interpreted carefully. Mathe-
matically, we define a Nash equilibrium to be an action profile where either
player cannot obtain a strictly higher payoff from unilaterally switching her
action. Thus, the SN configuration enforced by the ISP for a > aM is a Nash
equilibrium inspite of zero profits for both CPs, since neither CP can make
a positive profit from deviating from their sponsorship decision. In practical
terms, what our result implies is that the ISP can set prices such that is is
able to extract most of the CP revenue.
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Fig. 3. Surplus of ISP, CPs, and users as a function of a, when ISP optimizes
p and q (C = 30, ρ = 0.6)

Fig. 4. Surplus of ISP, CPs, and users as a function of a, when ISP optimizes
p and q (C = 30, ρ = 0.6)

VI. ISP OPTIMIZES SUBJECT TO p = q

In this section, we consider the scenario where the ISP max-
imises its profit maintaining the user price and the sponsorship
price equal. This has the advantage of appearing fair to CPs,
since they pay the same price per byte for sponsoring as users
do. The present setting is also motivated by the emergence of
third party platforms like mCent (mcent.com) and Gigato
(gigato.co) that enable CPs to provide a ‘data-back’ to
their users corresponding to the data consumed on their apps.
Platforms like these enable CPs to essentially sponsor their
content even without an ISP-operated zero-rating platform.

We remind the reader that since the setting under con-
sideration involves the ISP optimizing the user price p, this
amounts to differential data pricing by the ISP (as discussed in
Section V). Compared to the setting considered in Section V,
the restriction that p = q does at first glance seem to
constrain the ISP’s profit maximization. Surprisingly however,

our results in this section reveal that this restriction does not
impact the ISP notably, and the broad conclusions of Section V
continue to hold.

As before, we explore the impact of the zero-rating platform
in the regime of increasing CP revenue rates. The following
theorem sheds light on the ISP’s profit-maximizing strategy.

Theorem 3. [ISP’s profit maximizing strategy] As a function
of a (for fixed ρ), the profit maximizing strategy for the ISP is
the following. There exist thresholds ãS , aS , and aM , where
aM ≥ aS ≥ ãS > 0, such that:

1) For a < ãS , the ISP does not operate the zero-rating
platform, and sets p = p∗NN .

14

2) For aS < a < aM , the ISP enforces an SS/SN/NS
equilibrium, whichever yields the maximum profit.

3) For a > aM , the ISP enforces an SN equilibrium, by
setting q = p = a such that CP 2 gets zero usage and
there is a complete monopoly for CP 1.

It is instructive to interpret the above strategy by comparing
it with the ISP’s profit-maximizing strategy when it optimizes
p and q freely (see Theorem 2). In both cases, when CP
revenue rates are small, the ISP does not benefit from the zero-
rating platform. Similarly, in both cases, when CP revenue
rates are sufficiently large (a > aM ), the ISP enforces an SN
equilibrium with a complete monopoly for the firm with the
greater revenue rate. However, for intermediate values of a,
the optimal strategy of the ISP can differ across the two
settings. Moreover, the characterization of the ISP strategy
is less precise for intermediate values of a. (For instance,
under the constraint that p = q, there is the possibility of
an interval a ∈ (ãS , aS) where the ISP alternates between
SN, SS, NS, and not operating the zero-rating platform at all.)
This is because the constraint that p = q makes the feasibility
regions of different sponsorship configurations more complex
(see Lemma 2).

In conclusion, we note that the profit-maximizing strategy
of the ISP under the constraint that p = q is structurally similar
to that when p and q may be set freely when the CP revenue
rates are small, or sufficiently large. Next, we turn to the profit
of the ISP and the CPs.

Lemma 10. [ISP profit] Suppose we take (a1, a2) = (a, ρa),
where ρ ∈ (0, 1) and a > 0. Under the ISP’s profit maximizing
strategy, its profit varies with a (with ρ fixed) as follows. For
a < ãS , rI(a) = p(θNN

1 (p∗NN ) + θNN
2 (p∗NN )). For a > aS ,

rI(a) is strictly increasing in a. For a > aM , rI(a) = ac.

Lemma 11. [CP profit] Suppose we take (a1, a2) = (a, ρa),
where ρ ∈ (0, 1) and a ≥ 0. Under the ISP’s profit maximizing
strategy, r1(a) = r2(a) = 0 for a > aM .

We see that similar to our conclusions from Section V, the
ISP is able to extract all the CP revenue for large enough
revenue rates. As before, this is achieved by setting the p and

14Unlike in Sections IV and V, there is a subtle distinction in this section
between an NN equilibrium (with p = q) and the ISP not operating the zero-
rating platform. This is because under the settings considered in the previous
sections, the ISP could enforce an NN equilibrium by setting the desired user
charge and simply setting q ≥ a, to achieve the same effect as not operating
the zero-rating platform. The same is not possible in the present setting.
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q to match the higher of the CP revenue rates, such that the
sponsoring CP does not have an incentive to stop sponsoring,
but also ends up passing on all its revenue to the ISP.13.

Finally, we note that users are not guaranteed to benefit
from the zero-rating platform when the ISP optimizes p (in
spite of the the constraint that p = q).

Lemma 12. [User surplus] Suppose that some user class k,

ψ1,k(θNN
1 (p))+ψ2,k(θNN

2 (p))−p(θNN
1 (p)+θNN

2 (p)) > ψ1,k(c),

where p denotes the prevailing user charge before the intro-
duction of the zero-rating platform. Then for a > aM , users
of class k have a lower surplus with the zero-rating platform
than they did without.

In conclusion, we see that the constraint that p = q does
not inhibit the ISP significantly (compared to the case where
both p and q are can be set freely), particularly when the CP
revenue rates are large. When the CP revenue rates are large,
the ISP can skew the CP marketplace to extract most of the
CP revenue. Moreover, even the user base may suffer as a
consequence of the zero-rating platform.

Numerical results: Finally, we present some numerical
results (see Figures 5 and 6) to visualize the conclusions of
this section. Again, we use the same settings as described in
Section IV.

Fig. 5. Surplus of ISP, CPs, and users as a function of a, when ISP optimizes
with p = q (C = 30, ρ = 0.6)

In both Figures 5 and 6, note that there is a single thresold
in a, beyond which the ISP induces an SN equilibrium. We
observe that CP profits drop sharply beyond the threshold.
However, while users suffer due to sponsorship in the setting
corresponding to Figure 5, they benefit from sponsorship in
the setting corresponding to Figure 6.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyze an ISP-operated zero-rating plat-
form, where CPs can zero-rate their content by paying the
ISP a sponsorship fee. We show that being able to charge
on both sides of the two-sided market it serves grants the

Fig. 6. Surplus of ISP, CPs, and users as a function of a, when ISP optimizes
with p = q (C = 4, ρ = 0.6)

ISP substantial market power. Specifically, we show that the
ability to set the sponsorship price allows the ISP to extract a
sizeable fraction of the CP surplus. This power is even more
magnified when the ISP can also optimize the user-side price.
Moreover, the optimal strategy of the ISP often results in a
skewing of the CP marketplace, with the CPs as well as the
user base being worse off. From a policy standpoint, our work
makes a case against unregulated discriminatory pricing by
ISPs. This complements the conclusion of [7], which suggests
that carefully regulated discriminatory priciing can be socially
desirable.

Our theoretical conclusion that zero-rating will drive con-
sumption away from non sponsored content is now supported
by empirical evidence. dflmonitor.eu has reported that
the ISPs that provide zero rated content actually sell signifi-
cantly less bandwdith to end users than those that do not zero-
rate. Specifically, they have found that average and the median
value of the number of bytes sold is halved in networks that
allow zero rating.

It is important at this point to clarify the scope of our model
and our conclusions. Our leader-follower interaction model
assumes the ISP as the leader and the CPs as followers. This is
natural when a ‘large’ ISP operates a zero-rating platform for
‘smaller’ CPs. Examples of such platforms include Sponsored
Data from AT&T and FreeBee Data from Verizon in the US,
and the erstwhile Airtel Zero from Airtel in India. However,
it should be noted that there are also situations where the
dominance is reversed, e.g., the interaction between small
ISPs and large CPs like Google and Facebook. Capturing such
interactions (which typically involve peering arrangements; see
[30], [31]), would require very different models, and is beyond
the scope of this paper.

Our analysis is based on two key assumptions, which we
discuss next.

1) Single ISP: Throughout this paper, we considered a
single ISP for analytical tractability. This assumption,
which essentially boils down to ignoring the user churn
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across ISPs, is standard in the literature (see, for exam-
ple, [7], [18]–[22]). However, it would be interesting
to understand the impact of inter-ISP competition in
discriminatory pricing regimes. This is the focus on
ongoing work.

2) Congestion modeling: Our model does not capture the
impact of congestion on user behavior; this is a departure
from the modeling approach adopted in [7], [20]–[22].
The tractability afforded by this modeling simplification
allows us make explicit conclusions on the impact of
zero-rating on the CP marketplace, as well as ISP, CP,
and user surplus. One justification for this assumption is
that market forces automatically drive the ISP to provide
a certain level of QoS to its users.

Next, we make some remarks on other natural extensions
of our model.

1) We have assumed that the sponsorship price is the same
for both CPs. It is easy to see that allowing the ISP to
set separate prices to the CPs only gives it more power
and does not change the conclusions.

2) Some zero-rated content is of lower quality (e.g., lower
bit rate video, websites with lower resolution images)
than those that are not zero-rated. It would be interesting
to capture the effect of this explicitly in the user utility
functions.

3) We have assumed an all-or-nothing model of sponsor-
ship. Allowing the CP to sponsor only a fraction of
the content, or a fixed volume, should make the model
richer.

It is also instructive to compare our conclusions with those
from the analysis of [32] and [21] in which the CPs act
independently of each other but the ISP action is constrained
by its capacity. Both these papers conclude that zero-rating
will be preferred by the ‘larger’ CPs. From our model of
the strategic behavior of the CPs, and the ISP’s knowledge,
we conclude that the ISP will in fact force the larger CP to
sponsor through its pricing policy. Indeed, this sponsoring is
not necessarily beneficial to either CP.

Finally, we note that the utility of models like the one in
this paper is in the insights they provide (in this case, into
behavioral tendencies of the parties involved) rather than in the
exact quantitative characterisations. Specifically, we conclude
that if the ISP is allowed to set prices on both sides of the
two-sided market it serves, it will tend to extract the CP
surplus by raising both the user price and the sponsorship
price; implications like zero profit for the CPs are artefacts of
the model that must be interpreted with the appropriate grain
of salt.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Statement 1 is a trivial consequence of the monotonicity of
the utility functions ψi,k(·).

Proof of Statement 2: We first prove that θSN
1 > θSS

1 > 0.
It is easy to see that θSN

1,k is the maximizer of the strictly
concave function

fk(x) = ψ1,k(x) + ψ2,k(ck − x)− p(ck − x)

over [0, ck]. Similarly, θSS
1,k is the maximizer of the strictly

concave function

gk(x) = ψ1,k(x) + ψ2,k(ck − x)

over [0, ck]. Since fk(x) = gk(x) + px − pck, it follows that
θSN

1,k ≥ θSS
1,k, which implies θSN

1 ≥ θSS
1 . To show that the

preceding inequality is strict, it suffices to show that

θSN
1,k̂

> θSS
1,k̂
. (1)

To show this, note that by Assumption 1, θSS
1,k̂
∈ (0, ck̂) and

therefore satisfies

g′
k̂
(θSS

1,k̂
) = 0 ⇐⇒ ψ′

1,k̂
(θSS

1,k̂
) = ψ′

2,k̂
(ck̂ − θ

SS
1,k̂

). (2)

Thus,
f ′
k̂
(θSS

1,k̂
) = p > 0,

which implies (1).
Next, we prove that for any action m of CP 2, θSm

1 > θNm
1 .

Case 1: m = S. Note that θNS
1,k is the maximizer of the strictly

concave function

hk(x) = ψ1,k(x) + ψ2,k(ck − x)− px = gk(x)− px,

over [0, ck]. If follows then that θSS
1,k ≥ θNS

1,k , which implies
that θSS

1 ≥ θNS
2 . To prove that the preceding inequality is

strict, we now show that

θSS
1,k̂

> θNS
1,k̂

. (3)

As before, note that by Assumption 1, θSS
1,k̂
∈ (0, ck̂). It then

follows from (2) that

h′k(θSS
1,k̂

) = −p < 0,

which implies (3).
Case 2: m = N. We first show that

θSN
1,k ≥ θNN

1,k ∀ k. (4)

If θNN
1,k = 0, (4) is trivially true. If θNN

1,k > 0, then it is easy
to show that

ψ′1,k(θNN
1,k )− p ≥ max

[
0, ψ′2,k(θNN

2,k )− p
]
.

It follows from the above inequality that

ψ′1,k(θNN
1,k ) ≥ ψ′2,k(θNN

2,k )

≥ ψ′2,k(ck − θNN
1,k ).

The last inequality above follows from the concavity of
ψ2,k(·). We therefore have

f ′k(θNN
1,k ) ≥ p > 0,

which implies (4). It follows from (4) that

θSN
1 ≥ θNN

k .

To prove that the above inequality is strict, it suffices to show
that

θSN
1,k̂

> θNN
1,k̂

. (5)

Since we have already shown that f ′
k̂
(θNN

1,k̂
) > 0, (5) holds

so long as θNN
1,k̂

< ck̂. For the purpose of obtaining a
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contradiction, let us assume that θNN
1,k̂

= ck̂. This in turn would
imply that ψ′

1,k̂
(ck̂) ≥ ψ′

2,k̂
(0), which implies that g′

k̂
(ck̂) ≥ 0,

which implies θSS
1,k̂

= ck̂. But this contradicts Assumption 1.
Thus, (5) is proved.

Proof of Statement 3 and 4: These proofs are elementary
and are omitted.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Proof of Statement 1: For NN to be an equilibrium, neither
CP should have a unilateral incentive to sponsor their content.
For CP 1, this condition is

a1θ
NN
1 (p) ≥ (a1 − q)θSN

1 (p)

⇐⇒ q ≥ a1

(
1− θNN

1 (p)

θSN
1 (p)

)
= a1α(p).

Similarly, CP 2 has no unilateral incentive to sponsor under
NN if and only if q ≥ a2β(p). Thus, we conclude that NN
is a Nash equilibrium between the CPs if and only if q ≥
max(a1α(p), a2β(p)).

Proofs of Statements (2), (3), and (4) follow along similar
lines, and are omitted.

APPENDIX C
PROOFS OF RESULTS IN SECTION IV

This section is devoted to proving the results stated in
Section IV.

Proof of Theorem 1:
Note that an SS equilibrium is always feasible, and the

maximum profit of the ISP under an SS equilibrium equals
acmin(γ, ρδ). An SN equilibrium, if feasible, yields a maxi-
mum profit of aαθSN

1 + pθSN
2 . Similarly, an NS equilibrium,

if feasible, yields a maximum profit of aρβθNS
2 + pθNS

1 .
Let g(a) denote the maximum profit the ISP makes from

an SS/SN/NS equilibrium. Clearly, g(a) is strictly increasing
in a, and grows unboundedly as a→∞. The statement of the
theorem now follows, with

aS = g−1(p(θNN
1 + θNN

2 )).

Proof of Lemma 3:
The statement of the lemma follows from the arguments in

the proof of Theorem 1: Since an SS equilibrium is always
feasible, g(a) ≥ acmin(γ, ρδ).

Proof of Lemma 4:
It suffices to verify the claim of the lemma for an SN

equilibrium; a symmetric argument applies for NS as well.
Under an SN equilibrium, the ISP sets q = aα.

Thus, the sponsoring CP (CP 1) has a profit equal to(
a− a

(
1− θNN

1

θSN
1

))
θSN

1 = aθNN
1 ,

which matches the profit of CP 1 in the absence of the zero-
rating platform.

On the other hand, the non-sponsoring CP (CP 2) has a
profit equal to

a2θ
SN
2 ≤ a2θ

NN
2 .

Proof of Lemma 5:

Under an SS equilibrium, the ISP sets q = amin(γ, ρδ).
This implies that either q = aγ, or q = aρδ.

If q = aγ, note that CP 1’s profit equals(
a

(
1− θNS

1

θSS
1

)
− a
)
θSS

1 = aθNS
1 ≤ aθNN

1 .

Alternatively, if q = aρδ, then CP 2’s profit equals(
aρ

(
1− θSN

2

θSS
2

)
− aρ

)
= aρθSN

2 ≤ aρθNN
2 .

Proof of Lemma 6:

This proof is elementary and is omitted.

APPENDIX D
PROOFS OF RESULTS IN SECTION V

This section is dedicated to proving the results stated in
Section V.

Proof of Theorem 2:

The profit of the ISP under an SS equilibrium is given by

rSS
I (a) = max

p∈(0,p̄]
[ac min(γ(p), ρδ(p))]

= acρ.

The above equality holds because γ(p) and δ(p) and non-
decreasing, implying that p̄ is a maximizer of the above
optimization.

The ISP’s profit under an SN equilibrium equals

rSN
I (a) = max

p∈(0,p̄]

[
pθSN

2 (p) + aα(p)θSN
1 (p)

]
(6)

= max
p∈(0,p̄]

[
pθSN

2 (p) + a(θSN
1 (p)− θNN

1 (p))
]
. (7)

Setting p = p̄ in the above maximization yields a profit of ac,
implying that rSN

I (a) > rSS
I (a). Finally, the profit of the ISP

under an NS equilibrium equals

rNS
I (a) = max

p∈(0,p̄]

[
pθNS

1 (p) + aρ(θNS
2 (p)− θNN

2 (p))
]
. (8)

Let g(a) denote the maximum profit the ISP can derive out of a
sponsorship configuration, i.e., g(a) = max(rSN

I (a), rNS
I (a)).

Clearly, g(a) is strictly increasing in a, and grows unbound-
edly as a→∞. Statements 1 and 2 of the theorem now follow,
with

aS = g−1(rNN
I ).

Focusing now on the maximization (6), note that f(p) :=
(θSN

1 (p) − θNN
1 (p)) is non-decreasing in p, with f(p̄) = c.

Thus, for large enough a, p̄ is a maximizer of the optimization
in (6), and rSN

I (a) = ac. (Note that in this case, CP 2 gets zero
usage and the ISP sets q = a.) Similarly, for large enough a, p̄
is a maximizer of the optimization in (8), and rNS

I (a) = ρac.
This implies the existence of a threshold aM beyond which
the ISP enforces an SN equilibrium wherein CP 2 gets zero
usage, and the ISP extracts the entire revenue of CP 1.
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Proof of Lemma 7:

The statement of the lemma follows easily from the argu-
ments in the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Lemma 8:

The claim that both CPs make zero profit for a > aM
follows directly from the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.
If the CPs are identical from the user perspective, then it
is easy to see that rSN

I (a) > rNS
I (a), meaning that the

ISP prefers an SN configuration to an NS configuration.
Under the SN configuration, the profit of CP 1 is given by
r1(a) = aθNN

1 (p∗SN ), where p∗SN is the maximizer of (6).
Since p∗SN is non-decreasing in a, the claim regarding the
profit of CP 1 follows. The monotonicity of p∗SN with respect
to a also implies the claim regarding the profit of CP 2 since
r2(a) = ρaθSN

2 (p∗SN ).

Proof of Lemma 9:

This proof is elementary and is omitted.

APPENDIX E
PROOFS OF RESULTS IN SECTION VI

In this section, we provide the proof of Theorem 3. We
omit the proofs of Lemma 10 (on ISP profit), Lemma 11
(on CP profit), and Lemma 12 (on user surplus), since these
can be proved along the lines of the corresponding results in
Section V.

Proof of Theorem 3:

The first statement of Theorem 3 follows from the fact that
under any (feasible) sponsorship configuration M, the profit of
the ISP equals q(θM1 (q) + θM2 (q)) ≤ ac. Thus, not operating
the zero-rating platform is optimal for the ISP when a is small
enough.

The second and third statement follow from the following
obvervations:

1) For a ≥ p̄, an SN equilibrium is feasible, the optimal
strategy of the ISP (under SN) being to set p = q = a,
resulting in profit ac. Note that in this case, there would
be a complete monopoly for CP 1, and both CPs would
receive zero profit.

2) Moreover for a ≥ p̄, the ISP profit under NS/SS (if
feasible) is at most ρac < ac.

We conclude that there exists a threshold as such that it is
optimal for the ISP to induce some sponsorship configuration
for a > aS , and another threshold aM such that for a > aM ,
it is optimal for the ISP to induce an SN equilibrium setting
p = q = a. Clearly, aS ≤ aM . This completes the proof.
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